
Home Learning wc 18th May 2020 

Hi Sycamores. It was lovely to speak to you, your parents or see you in school last week  

It really cheered me up to hear about how fabulous you’ve been at home and what interesting things you’ve been doing. 

This will be our last home learning grid for this half term, as next week will be a ‘break’- so definitely work as hard as you 

can, so you enjoy a lovely ‘week off’!  

We’ll sort out home learning from 1st June when we know more! 

This week in our English our theme is Rumble in the Jungle. 

In Maths this week, our focus is on multiplication and division. 

In our exploring work our focus is on Religious Education - finding out about Islam.  

Keep reading each day and using phonics play to practice your phonics too! I’ll also update spelling shed.  Numbots, TT Rockstars and 

Purple Mash are all accessible on the internet (if you need a password, just email school@) 

 

If you need anything at all, or would like to share your work- feel free to use ‘school@constablelee.lancs.sch.uk’- members 

of staff check this email account regularly. Take care and enjoy the learning this week! 

Miss Fielding 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Let’s get writing! Focus: Rumble in the Jungle 

 

 

 

 

Monday 

Read the poetry book ‘Rumble in the Jungle’ by Giles Andrae with your child. This may be found on you tube or on the book 

trust website: https://www.booktrust.org.uk/books-and-reading/have-some-fun/storybooks-and-

games/rumble-in-the-jungle/ 

Stop at a picture of an animal and make a list of the adjectives (what he looks like) verbs (what he does- jump, spin). 

Show another picture. Write down the nouns (names) you can see on the page- tree, stone, hand etc. 

Tuesday 

Grown ups, please prepare the start 

of each sentence i.e. The lion moves … 

Ask your child to finish each sentence 

with an adverb to show how the 

animal… 

The lion moves (child may choose the 

adverb i.e. quickly) 

The giraffe eats slowly. 

The monkey laughs cheekily. 

You could pre prepare some adverbs 

to help choose the best. 

Wednesday  

Grown ups, please write some sentences similar to these: 

I like the gorilla because he is big and hairy. He is 

ferocious and scary. He makes me laugh when he wallops 

his chest angrily . 

Can your child be the teacher and mark your work? 

Circle the adjectives, underline verbs and draw a bubble 

around any adverbs. 

Thursday 

Ask your child to choose their favourite animal. Write some 

sentences similar to your own yesterday. Use the connectives 

‘and, so, but, because’. Check for capital letters and full stops.  

  

 

 

Friday 

Practice some handwriting (we use 

letterjoin which has a free trial online). To 

form letters correctly, your child could use 

an old water bottle with a small hole or 

washing up liquid bottle with water to make 

the letters, use chalk outside or put rice in 

a baking tray. If you have a printer, there 

are loads of sheets to print and copy.  

here is our format at school. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.booktrust.org.uk/books-and-reading/have-some-fun/storybooks-and-games/rumble-in-the-jungle/
https://www.booktrust.org.uk/books-and-reading/have-some-fun/storybooks-and-games/rumble-in-the-jungle/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Monday 

Count in groups of 2,5 and 10. Practice quicker recall of multiplication sums using your fingers to practice counting. 

Can you answer these sums? Get your grown up to write them on some paper: 

2x6=  3x2=  5x5=  6x10=  2x2= 

5x4=  7x2=  8x2=  7x10=  3x3= 

Don’t forget, you can count on your fingers or you can draw the ‘arrays’ for the sums i.e- 4x2 drawn like  

 

 

Tuesday 

 

We have already done some division 

(sharing) work in class. Can you draw three 

faces and share 12 counters between 

them? Repeat- draw 4 faces and share 16 

sweets between them (just draw dots or 

circles!) Write this as a sum.  

Can you ask your grown up to write some of 

the sums down for you to answer? Use the 

faces and share the dots if you need to! 

Start practically if needed.  

15 5= 

20 2= 

 

 Wednesday 

  Get  

 

 

 

Let’s count! Focus: Multiplication and Division 

 

Thursday 

 

  

Drawing pictures might help you! 

 

 

 

Friday 

One packet of sweets costs 10p.  

How much do thirteen packets  

Cost altogether?  

 

How many sides will nine pentagons 

have?  

 

You get six stickers in each  

packet.  

How many stickers are in five  

packets? 

 

Draw pictures to help you work  

the sums out!  
 

** 

** 

** 

** 



 

 

 

Let’s explore! Focus: RE (Islam) 

To be able to discuss and record ways in which shared rituals might unite 

groups. 

To be able to identify that Muslim’s Holy Book is called ‘The Qur’an’ 

To learn about the month of Ramadan and festival of Eid. 

To recall how you show commitment. 

 

 

 

 

Monday 

Think about routines- things we do everyday.  

Ask children to give examples of their own special routines at home when we are not in lockdown i.e. usually 

visit grandparents on a Saturday, Cubs on a Tuesday, Family take away on a Friday etc. Are there any places 

they visit at the same time each week? Think about routines we have when we are in school/class- how are 

routines helpful? Think about routines you’ve developed as a family during these past 8 weeks in lockdown. 

Create a simple time table of activities they do at the same times each week. 

If children are struggling, they could look at their favourite school activities for the week i.e. Forest School 

on a Wednesday, Worship each morning, PE on a Friday etc. 

Tuesday 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z74wmp3 
Watch this clip (Friday prayer at the Mosque) 

 

What did you find out about the routines 

and rules that a Muslim would follow? 

 

Muslims follow routines such as going to 

Mosque (place of worship), reading their 

Holy Book (the Qur’an) and fasting during 

Ramadan which helps Muslims to remember 

to make time for God. 

 Friday 

Look at images of people 

demonstrating their commitment (an 

athlete practicing, a person collecting 

for charity, someone rehearsing a play, 

a rainbow/cub meeting, a child visiting 

grandparents). These pictures show 

commitment.  

Ask children to share examples of 

things that they do on a regular basis 

as a sign of their commitment and 

belonging. 

Children to write around a bubble of 

‘commitment’ how they show 

commitment in their own lives (going 

to football, swimming, dance classes), 

reading your book each night,  

Have you missed any of your 

commitments during lockdown?  

Thursday 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zk34wmn 

Watch this clip (Eid ul Adah on BBC class clips). This year Eid 

falls on 23rd or 24th May (next week!) 

 

Draw pictures of celebrations you enjoy with your family- 

birthdays, Christmas, Eid, weddings, birth of a new baby etc. 

Have any celebrations changed over lockdown?  

 

 

 

Wednesday-  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z4

34wmn 

Watch this clip (Ramdan and Eid on BBC 

class clips) 

It is now the month Ramadan for 

Muslims. For a whole month, Muslims 

fast during the daylight hours. It gives 

Muslims time to think of those who are 

less fortunate and to pray to God.  

Could you think of how you could help 

someone this week? Maybe plant a seed 

and (with a grownup) leave on a 

neighbours door with a note. 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z74wmp3
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zk34wmn
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z434wmn
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z434wmn

